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Introduction 

“Big Data have become a torrent flowing into every area of the global economy. Many 
companies churn out a burgeoning volume of transactional data, capturing trillions of 
bytes of information about their customers, suppliers, and operations. Millions of 
networked sensors are being embedded in the physical world in devices such as mobile 
phones, smart energy meters, automobiles, and industrial machines that sense, create, 
and communicate data in the age of the Internet of Things. Indeed, as companies and 
organizations go about their business and interact with individuals, they are generating a 
tremendous amount of digital “exhaust data,” i.e., data that are created as a by-
product of other activities. Social media sites, smartphones, and other consumer devices 
including PCs and laptops have allowed billions of individuals around the world to 
contribute to the amount of big data available. And the growing volume of multimedia 
content has played a major role in the exponential growth in the amount of big data 
(see Box 1, “What do we mean by ‘big data’?”). Each second of high-definition video, for 
example, generates more than 2,000 times as many bytes as required to store a single 
page of text. In a digitized world, consumers going about their day—communicating, 
browsing, buying, sharing, searching—create their own enormous trails of data” 

The above introduction, taken from McKinsey Global Institute report, represents exactly 
the potential of the Big Data era. And if we apply the above concepts to the emerging 
energy domain, then we can understand the application potential. 

One of the main problems of modern Big Data theory applied to the energy domain, is 
that we need to extract correlations and combine variable states and situations in real-
time. Those correlations are nor static but dynamic and are extremely difficult to be 
tracked in billions of streaming data. A stochastic building consumption that represents a 
customer can be correlated in the time-domain with other consumptions (thousands of 
them) but this may happen in one specific time-slot throughout a day or a week. How 
difficult is to “catch” those correlations and those grouped variations ? And also how 
difficult is to correlate and combine in time not only profiles but metrics or KPIs (Key 
Performance Indicators) that may be correlated in the background ? This trend analytics 
definition is called “Insights” 

Big Data and modern Smart Grid technology 

A smart grid produces and reacts to information in order to create a better electrical 
system. Smart grid technologies include switches, sensors, software, meters, and a host of 
other components that now enable two-way communication across the power system. 
These technologies can be located anywhere on the grid, from power plants to 
transformers, and power lines to consumers’ homes. Using information provided by the 
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technologies, the smart grid can help conserve energy, facilitate the integration of 
renewable energy sources, and make the grid more resilient, responsive, and reliable. 

Communication between electricity customers, utilities, and the grid: 

• Allows operators to better manage distribution, electricity use, and repairs based
on real-time data. This grid-to-customer communication needs micro-grid
analytics and ways of combining higher level metrics with customer profiling
insights.

• Allows the grid to use more diversified, distributed, and variable energy sources
such as rooftop solar installations and wind farms. RES (Renewable Energy
Sources) injection is the future for a balanced smartgrid. Local and geo-spatial
RES combined with other microgrid metrics can lead to nodal pricing and nodal
analytics

• Enables grid operators to detect outages in real-time, so that restoration of service
can occur more rapidly and the scope of outages can be reduced n Empowers
consumers with pricing information so they can choose to use electricity at off-
peak times at discounted rates, and lower their bills. Traditional Grid Management
has to come down to the customer level. This requires combination of customer-
based AMR/MDM systems with traditional Grid management systems.

• Lets customers use demand side management to reduce their electricity use
during periods of peak demand, and so avoids the need to build more
generating capacity. This type of correlation has huge impact to human
behaviours and behavioural dynamics that could be enhanced with gamification

Hence, a Smart Grid system is full of heterogeneous flowing variable data that may 
come from smart meters or other external or internal sources (weather, behaviours, 
building data, maintenance plans, RES, mobility etc). This data flow creates variable 
dynamic models that are continuously changing and create ad-hoc variations in 
between them; ie a critical peak in a building may be correlated with a local climate 
condition, or with a faulty HVAC device, or with a bad human energy behaviour or 
even with a wrong energy efficiency maintenance/action plan.  

Based on the above assumption, we need an efficient, fast and accurate 
methodology to drive decisions and observe the correct instant decision paths inside a 
variety of “continuous moving interconnected data”. 

Real-time or daily updating of hourly energy or utility consumption data (water, gas, 
etc) allows users and investment players to evaluate customer energy performance 
that are otherwise difficult to observe in a time-variant philosophy.  
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Variable energy consumption trend patterns have been diversified. In these 
circumstances, the systematic evaluation methodology for analytical energy 
consumption analysis (ie. stream data mining) is required as follows: 

• What are strong and weak points for energy supply systems to sell energy at
variable pricing over a smart gird?

• How we can guide and organize EVs in order to balance the grid ?

• How can we categorise and group load variable patterns according to specific
energy cross-related Key Performance Indicators?

• Which energy supply system is preferable for a plant or home, depending on its
size, location (spatial data, climate conditions, etc) and so on?

• How can we related various investment services (ESCO, Building efficiency) and
products to a time-variant and highly correlated load group pattern?

• How can we produce exact correlation patterns of energy loads with other
external indicators? (weather, temperature, behaviour, facility, RES
generation/injection)

• Finally, how can we analyse a time-variant and highly adaptive load pattern,
using specific indices to identify service provision trends for investments?
(periodicity, peak locus, elasticity, mean reversion, etc)
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In this context we define the term “Smart Grid Entropy”. With this term we measure the 
variation potential and volatility of an insulated smartgrid system. ie a village or a city 
with a specific number of EVs, RES, Solar installations and a number or smart meters 
measuring houses and building consumptions, has a specific entropy. The entropy is 
defined by the two bog stakeholder categories that form a smartgrid and can be 
shown below: 

Smart grid Stakeholder Controllable Volatility Control method 

Solar PVs YES Small A-priori technical specs 
PV specs 

Energy Storage YES Medium A-priori technical specs 

Micro-Generators YES Medium A-priori technical specs 

Hydro YES Small A-priori technical specs 
Water engineering 

Batteries YES Small A-priori technical specs 

Building construction YES Small A-priori technical specs 
Materials 

Wind plants Partially Big A-priori technical specs 
Depends on Wind 

Building consumptions Partially Big Energy efficiency, 
Demand Response, 
Human Behaviours 

Automation 
EVs YES Big A-priori technical specs 

Driver behaviours 
Energy Prices YES Medium Energy economics, 

wholesale analytics 
Human behaviours Partially Big Incentives, Game 

mechanics, Social 
Weather NO Big - 

Some stakeholders can be controlled some other not. Some can be controlled given 
the fact that other are present (ie. we cannot control a building consumption if we do 
not have feedback from a smart meter). 

Smart Grid Mathematics and Modelling 

Conventional approaches have analyzed energy demand and monitoring systems for 
energy consumption. However, these researches have not yet led to such concerns and 
especially to treat complexity problems and to correlates to the best degree various KPIs 
with external parameters. Originally, it is not so significant to obtain a universal solution to 
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these problems, because there will be technological evolution and greenhouse effect 
advances. Rather, it is more important to establish an analytical evaluation methodology 
for the energy consumption pattern mining and to give viewpoints that find out the 
characteristics of energy services. Internet and modern Web technology is used here, in 
order to reduce complexity and to produce energy social networks that will raise 
awareness issues between customers and optimise interoperability in services (cloud 
computing approach and service oriented architecture). Under such environment, data 
mining is one of key technologies in handling large databases. As a result, in this Intelen 
report was necessary to develop a systematic internet-aided method to deal with the 
complexity of the energy measured data. Data mining is involved in knowledge 
discovery in database (KDD).  

The process in this report of e-KDD (energy knowledge discovery) may be written as 
follows, distinguishing the process in steps that we have followed (Intelen’s approach) in a 
more generic way: 

• Step 1: Energy data selection from Smart Meters, using xDSL/GPRS routers and
wireless technologies inside the home or building (HAN technologies). Assign
IPv6 tags to each meter in order to upgrade the meter’s intelligence and move
towards Internet of Things (IoT)

• Step 2: Energy Data pre-processing on the Meter (local stream mining) using
local algorithms for 1st level statistics (mean, max. min, averages, arctan, peaks,
etc)

• Step 3: Energy data transformation and Cloud MDM loading. We load pre-
calculated data and raw data to our cloud MDM system which acts as a 1st

repository.

• Step 4: Energy middleware-based stream data mining and analysis using metrics
and some algorithmics (shown below the RKM – Recursive KMeans)

• Step 5: Energy data interpretation and presentation over Web and Cloud
computing

• Step 6: Continuous data analysis and interoperability of results, using social nets,
Web 2.0 and Web 3.0 (Semantics) and mobile technologies

• Step 7: Use outputs to feed adaptive game scenarios in order to apply game
mechanics and enhance customer engagement
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Energy stream data mining and fusion analytics 

As mentioned before, in this Intelen report, we examine variable load profiling method 
and specific data mining technique on agent k-means clustering that could be used by 
utilities and consultants-investors. The selected method by Intelen Engineering produced 
many interesting results, by the use of numerical linear algebra. The objective of this study 
is to present an alternative web-cloud methodology to determine the best customer 
targets to be used in a cross-correlated approach, in order for an investor or energy 
company to provide personalised energy services in time, based on customer behaviour 
and preferences. This will give to the investor a competitive advantage as service retailer 
in a deregulated market.  

In order to present a innovative algorithm for effective web-based load profiling and 
data mining, the following steps are being followed in our Big Data middleware 
(http://www.intelen.com/architecture.html) : 

(i) Set specific energy key performance indicators and metrics  from the metering 
grid and the load curve mathematics 

(ii) Categorise and compute specific objective functions, comprised of specific KPIs 

(iii) Perform a weighted version of the recursive k-means clustering algorithm, based 
on a distributed agent structure, routed on cloud hypercube (Intelen’s patented 
technology).  

(iv) Store the numerical values in specific matrices, called Energy Relevance 
Matrices (ERM) and using numerical linear algebra find correlations and hidden 
patterns. This is the core of our system in order to extract correlations and 
variable decision paths in a highly volatile moving data set. 

(v) Use the results of the Energy Relevance Matrix analysis together with the output 
of the cluster results vector Km in order to identify cross-hidden correlations, 
periodicity and peak trends on the energy load curves 

(vi) Using web technologies and cloud service middleware, present the results in a 
personalised way in all relevant digital and social means 

Clustering is an important tool in data mining and knowledge discovery and many 
algorithms exist in order to apply clustering approach to a set of data. The ability to 
automatically group similar items together enables one to discover hidden similarity and 
key concepts, as well as to summarize a large amount of data into a small number of 
groups. However, a drawback of such algorithms is that they tend to be computationally 
expensive. K-means is the simplest and most commonly used algorithm employing a 
squared error criterion as in McQueen (1967). Several variants, as in Lai et al. (2009) of the 
k-means algorithm have been reported in the literature. After extracting the clustering 

http://www.intelen.com/architecture.html
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results and analyse them in the time-domain the resulted load clusters are categorised 
and correlated based on three quality vector elements:  

     Centroid placement: (1) 
N

jiC ,

    Entropy calculation: (2) 
N

jie ,

 Population variance: (3) 
N
jiP,

N represents the appropriate cluster number, result of the weighted K-means, and ji,
represent the day (i) and the hour (j) the cluster was computed on specific initial KPI 
measured values from the AMR grid. Hence, a specific hour j=4 (16.00 hours) at a specific 
day i=213 (on a 365 year vector basis) a resulted cluster gN with number N=2 will have 
three (3) resulted vector indices, defied as Kg: 
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where g is the used meter subspace (dataset of meters - customers that are used for 
data mining) and A is the overall metering space (dataset of the total amount of 
metering grid).  

The Centroid placement vector C is defined from the exact x,y coordinates of the final 
centroid μ(d) of a cluster gN, after the K-means algorithm has finished the iterations.  
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The entropy e is defined as the average statistical dispersion of all Euclidean distances, 
of the gN cluster, around a centroid μ(d): 
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The Population variance P, represent the ratio of the measured entropy e of a cluster no. 
N and the number of n customers that are members of the specific cluster N: 
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Given the metering dataset g, we have a clustered subset g1 (N=1) with dimension n as: 

{ } gmmmg nN ∈== K211 ,  (9) 

of the nth dimensional space or in other words n load customers that are members of the 
specific cluster gN. If we consider a K-means with 3 final clusters (N=[1,2,3]), then the total 
dataset g subspace of A, will be as: 
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Given the fact that the weighted k-means is executed recursively (agents on meters), by 
introducing the time dimension on the cluster analysis (r executions per day), with N=3 
distinct clusters, we have: 
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We define the Similarity index S, as Jaccard’s Similarity Coefficient with p being the size of 
intersection and q being the size of the union of two different clusters sets gi and gj. The 
similarity matrix S of clustering gi and clustering gj is then defined as:  
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where Si,j = p/q, for the two clusters. Hence, the overall similarity of the two clusters is 
defined as: 
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Hence, the weighted K-means is executed recursively on the AMR warehouse in a 
periodic basis that is initially configured (every 10-15-30-45 mins). Applying the algorithm 
to some initial KPIs and for a specific date and time, we measure the average weighted 
centroid Euclidean (Ed) distance and average N cluster dispersion (entropy eN) for every 
tight cluster that comes up, indicating a correlated performance of some specific 
customers. 
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Extract correlated variables for smart grid decisions 

The overall algorithmic procedure that is being effectuated in our Intelen cloud is shown 
below: 
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In terms of mathematics, the various calculations can be performed in SQL and non-SQL 
DBs and also in HDFS Hadoop system. As it can be observed from the figure below, the 
clustering outputs that are stored in the system, indicate some similarities among the 
resulted customer clusters, if we project them on time and identify hidden trends in peaks 
and periodicity of the customer groups. 

By correlating the centroid position C with the entropy calculation e and the population 
of the cluster ( g  members), we have an efficient and clear view of the members-
customers and how their consumption pattern moves in time, always correlated with the 
initial KPI (Pav/Pmax). MIN and MAX values are automatically indicated and result from 
the Python agent, executed locally in the meter kernel. 

Each cluster (with customer data) is dynamically changing its performance by 
time/day/week and by execution time. By measuring the variables of the centroid 
position, the entropy and the population alterations (customer members of each cluster), 
we can derive very important results for some specific customer groups, in order to 
identify identical trends of consumers that have the same time-variant consumption 
profile or other correlated metrics (EV car charging plan, maintenance plan, weather 
correlations, behaviours, giving the correct game incentives, etc). By having this 
important information and statistical graph, a utility can group and offer personalised 
adaptive services according to the variable consumption profile of a group of people. 
The relevant cluster moves in time, indicating the variable consumption pattern. 
Customers that are members of the specific cluster (1,2 or 3) have common consumption 
patterns (Pav/Pmax), mins, max and some other statistical indices (standard deviation) 
that vary over time. This adaptivity is one of the innovations, since having adaptive and 
variable clusters and KPIs.  
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The above algorithmic procedure and the outputs are used for some specific services 
from the Smart Grid sector. Dynamic pricing, variable RES injection, microgrid analytics 
and EVs management with variable pricing models, for different customer consumptions, 
are some of the basic products of Utilities. The ability to apply different tariff model 
models to specific consumer groups is one of the most important services. In California 
USA, relevant pilots will start offering dynamic pricing to home consumers and also some 
pilots with EVs are already deployed.  
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Snapshots from Analytics/KPI monitoring outputs 
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